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1. INTRODUCTION 
We first give the statement of the main theorem about nonlinear 
transformations of Gaussian measures. Precise definitions of the 
symbols used in the formula for the Radon-Nikodym derivative will 
be given in Sections 2 and 4. Section2 contains also the definitions and 
some useful facts on abstract Wiener spaces. Most of them are taken 
from [4, 6-81. The facts stated as lemmas did not appear before 
explicitly in the literature. The affine case will be proved in Section 3 
and the general nonlinear case in Section 5. The discussion of previous 
results and related problems is delayed until Section 6, when the 
meaning of our formulas and the idea of the proof will be clear. 
The Jacobi Theorem for Nonlinear Transformations of Gaussian 
Measures 
Let (i, H, E) be an abstract Wiener space and p the standard 
Gaussian measure on E with variance parameter 1. Let U be an open 
subset of E and T = I + K: U -+ E a continuous (nonlinear) trans- 
formation of U such that 
(1) T is a homeomorphism of U onto an open subset of E, 
(2) K(U) C H and the resulting map K: U -+ H is continuous, 
(3) K is an H - Cl map; its H-derivative at X, DK(x) is a 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator for each x E U, the resulting map DK: 
U -+ tiY(H) is continuous, and IH + DK(x) E GL(H) for each x E U. 
Then p and pT are mutually absolutely continuous as measures on U. 
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The Radon-Nikodym derivative of pT with respect to p is given by 
mv4J)(~) = JT(X>~ 
where 
Jr(x) = 1 a( exp[-(“(Kc, x) - tr K,“) - 4 / Kx I”] a.e, (X E U). 
We use the following notation: K, or DK(x) denote the H-derivative 
of the transformation K at X, and is treated as a linear operator in H. 
6(A) denotes the Carleman-Fredholm determinant of an operator A 
such that A - I E %9(W). In general neither (Kx, x) nor tr K, have 
to exist but it will be proved in Section 4 that their difference can be 
interpreted in “a stochastic sense.” It will be defined for almost all x 
and will be denoted by “(Kx, x) - tr K, .” 
Remark. Whenever (Kx, x) and tr K, exist in an ordinary sense 
det T, exists as well and our formula takes the more familiar form 
(compare [I l]), 
J’(x) = 1 det T, 1 exp[-(Kx, x) - 4 1 Kx I*]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A. General Notations 
H will always denote a real Hilbert space, E, F, etc. real Banach 
spaces and E*, F* their topological duals. The scalar product on H 
will be denoted by (*, *> and H* will be identified H. / * i will usually 
mean the Hilbert norm on H while various Banach norms will be 
denoted by I/ * /I. Sp aces of linear operators will be denoted as follows: 
L(E, F)---all linear continuous operators from E to F, with the 
usual norm I/ * JIEsF , L(E) = L(E, E). 
GL(E)-the group of invertible elements in L(E), 
X(H)-the space of nuclear operators in H with the norm 
11 K/Ii = tr[(K*K)““]. 
89(H)---the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators in H with the 
norm 
11 K Ii2 = [tr(K*K)]lj2. 
If K E M(H), the Fredholm determinant of I + K is defined by 
det(I + K) = IILl (1 + &,), w h ere the hi’s are the eigenvalues of K 
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counted with their multiplicities. If K E &Y(H), the Carleman- 
Fredkolm determinant of I + K is defined by 
S(1+ K) = fi (1 + Xi) exp(--hi) 
i=l 
where the h’s are as before. For a finite dimensional Hilbert space the 
Fredholm determinant is the usual determinant. The Carleman- 
Fredholm determinant of a matrix M is 
S(M) = det M exp tr(1- M). 
det(1 + A) is an analytic function on N(H) and S(1 + A) is an 
analytic function on SY(H). det is a multiplicative function, i.e., 
det(1 + A)(1 + B) = det(l + A) det(1 + B), while for 6 the follow- 
ing formula holds 6(1+ A)(1 + B) = 6(1+ A) 6(1+ B) exp( - tr AB). 
B. Abstract Wiener Spaces [7] 
Let E be a Banach space and E* its dual. A set C in E is called 
cylindric if it can be described in the form 
C = lx E E I ((~1, x),..., (yn , 4) E 4 
where yi ,...,yn are elements of E* and D is a Bore1 subset of !JP. 
The collection of cylindric sets forms a ring and the a-ring generated 
by it coincides with the a-ring of Bore1 subsets of E. If H is a Hilbert 
space then every cylindric set in H is of the form C = (X E H 1 Px E D>, 
where P is an orthogonal projection onto a finite dimensional subspace 
PH and D is a Bore1 set in PH. 
For t > 0 a cylinder set measure pLt on H with variance parameter t 
is defined by 
pt(C) = (24-k/2 J exp (- $1 x 12) dx, 
D 
where C and D are as above. k is the dimension of PH, and integration is 
with respect to the k-dimensional Lebesgue measure on PH. Given C, 
pr(C) is independent of D. p.l does not extend to a u-additive Bore1 
measure on H. However, if H is suitably embedded in a Banach 
space E, pt determines uniquely a Gaussian measure on E. This is 
done as follows. A measurable norm on H is a norm 11 *11 with the prop- 
erty that for every E > 0 there exists a finite dimensional projection 
PO such that for every finite dimensional projection P orthogonal to P,, 
CL& E H I II Px II > 4 < E. Denote by E the completion of H with 
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respect to the measurable norm j] * I/. E is a separable Banach space 
and its norm will also be denoted by (1 * I/. The canonical embedding i 
of H into E is continuous and it is even compact. If E itself is also a 
Hilbert space then (1 * j\ is measurable if and only if i is Hilbert- 
Schmidt. By duality E* embeds with a dense image into H* = H and 
we obtain the sequence of embeddings E* C-8 H* = H C-9 E. We 
shall identify E* with its image in H and H in turn with its image in E, 
and we shall often omit the symbols for the embeddings i and i*. 
Thus, for example, we shall regard the space L(E, E*) as a subset of 
L(H) etc. 
If C is a cylinder set in E then C n H is a cylinder set in H, and we 
define mt(C) = P~(C n H). m, is countably additive on the ring of 
cylindric sets of E. Hence, it has a unique extension to a probability 
measure p, on the Bore1 field of E. The triple (i, H, E) is called an 
abstract Wiener space and p, is the Wiener measure on E with variance 
parameter t. p, will also be denoted by p. For a finite dimensional 
Hilbert space, H = E and the Wiener measure p is the standard Gauss 
measure on H. The notion of an abstract Wiener space is a generaliza- 
tion of the classical construction of the Wiener measure of the 
Brownian motion, which corresponds in our notation to the case 
E = C,([O, I])-the space of continuous paths f: [0, l] ---f ~1 
such that f(0) = 0, with the sup norm, 
H-the subspace of paths with square integrable first derivative. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any abstract Wiener space (i, H, E) the compositions 
of continuous linear maps from E to H (resp. H to E* or E to E*) with i 
on the right (resp. i” on the left or both) result in the following contin- 
uous embeddings: 
(i) L(E, H) C-+ %9’(H), 
(ii) L(H, E*) C-t #Y(H), 
(iii) L(E, E*) C+ N(H). 
Proof. (iii) follows from the estimate of Goodman (anounced in 
[I 11) // i*Ti j/i < (I T IIE,E* Js jl x /I2 dp(x). Finiteness of the integral on 
the right side is due to Fernique. In order to prove (i) observe that if 
--x-- T EL(E, H) then the induced triple (Ti, H/Ker i, Tz(H)) is an 
abstract Wiener space; hence, Ti is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 
Evaluation of its X57 norm is obtained by the application of the 
above estimate to T*T. (ii) is dual to (i). 
Let K be a finite dimensional subspace of E” C H and L its 
annihilator in E. If (e, ,..., e,) is an orthonormal (in H) basis of K 
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then the equation Px = & (ei , x) ei , (3 E E) defines a projection 
in E onto PE = K, and E = K @L. If K-L is the orthogonal comple- 
ment of K in H then Kl CL and the triple (iKL , KL, L) is an abstract 
Wiener space. We get the product decomposition of the Wiener 
measure in E = K x L, p, = pi’ x pi’, where pt’ is the Gauss 
measure on K and p,l is the Wiener measure on L [8]. 
In the sequel P will always denote such a finite dimensional operator 
and will be considered as a projection of E or of H according to 
circumstances. P, --f I (or suppressing subscripts P -+ I) will be a 
sequence of such operators converging strongly on H to the identity 
operator I on H. 
C. Random Variables on E 
For different values of t the measures p, on E are mutually singular 
(if only E is infinite dimensional). We shall fix from this moment on 
the value t = 1, and consider the probability measure space (E, p). 
The situation for t # 1 will be completely analogous. We shall indi- 
cate in Section 6.B the necessary changes in the formulae. 
Two measurable functions f and g on (E, p) are equivalent if 
Prob(f = g) = 1. Eq uivalence classes of measurable functions are 
called random variables on (E,p). A random variable and a function 
representing it will be denoted by the same symbol. 
Elements of E* interpreted as functions on E belong to L2(E, p). 
Their L2 norm is equal to their H* norm; hence, the closure of E* in 
L2(E, p) can be identified with H*. If e E H* the corresponding 
random variable on E will be denoted by t?. If Q with Q(x) = 
C,“=, <ei , x) ei , and e, ,..., e, E H orthonormal, is a finite dimensional 
orthogonal projection in H, then & = CFzl & . ei defines a random 
variable on E with values in H. 
DEFINITION. We say that a function f on H with values in a 
Banach space F determines a random variable 3 on E with values in F 
if for any sequence of finite dimensional orthogonal projections Qn 
converging strongly to the identity on H the sequence of random 
variables 
f o &,, converges to f in measure p on E. 
$ will be called the stochastic extension off. For e E H*, Z defined 
in the new way coincides with t? as defined before. An important case 
arises when f is the restriction to H of a function g defined and con- 
tinuous on E. Then3 is well defined and3 = g a.e. In general the H 
continuity only off is not sufficient in order to obtain the stochastic 
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extension 3. Other interesting examples are obtained from linear 
operators on H as follows. 
LEMMA 2.2. (i) Let A E L(H). Then A determines a random 
variable A on E with values in E. 
(ii) Moreover if A E X9’(H) then the sequence (A * &JnEN is a 
Cauchy seqtlence in L2(E, p; H) for Q, + I strongly, and 
Prob(A E H) = 1, 
Proof. (i) It follows from the Theorem 5 of [6] that for every 
c > 0, 
ProWlI A 0 &a - A 0 &,,, IiE > /I A !!H.H .4 
= Probil! 4Qn - Q& > II A IIH.H . ~1 
< Prob{l/ Qn - Qn I!- > e>. 
From the definition of measurability of the norm 11  Ij the last quantity 
is small for n, m sufficiently large. 
(ii) Let H/-with the Gauss measure p’-be a finite dimensional 
subspace of H such that QnH, Q*,H C H’. Then 
= 
c 
H, I AQn(4 - ~Q2,W 444 
= 
J 
*, ((Qn - Pm) A*A(Qn - Q&> x> 4’(x) 
= tr(Qn - m> A*JQn - Q3
-+ 0 as m, n + a3 because tr(Q,$*AQ,) -+ (1 A II”, as m, n -+ co. 
Our next aim is to define a real-valued random variable 
“(Kx, X} - tr K” on E for K E X9(H). It is an abstract version of 
the “double centered stochastic integral” of Ito, which was used by 
Shepp [13] for the study of linear transformations of the classical 
Wiener measure. Observe that in general this expression is not well 
defined, not even for x E H. Therefore, in order to define it we have 
to use a different procedure. The nonlinear case will be treated 
in Section 4. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let K E X9(H) and {en&., be an orthonormal base 
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in H. Dejke a sequence of random variables {cJK)}~~~ on E by c,(K) = 
CL1 [(eiK)* * & - (Kei , ei)]. Then {cJK)) converges in L2(E, p) to 
the limit c(K). c(K) is independent of the choice of a basis {e,} and will be 
denoted in the sequel by “(Kx, x) - tr K.” Moreover, the linear map 
U: X9’(H) +L2(E,p) deJined by U(K) = (l/2/2) c(K) is an isometry 
on the space of symmetric ZY operators and zero on the space of anti- 
symmetric S?Y operators. 
Proof. Let g(H) = {K EL(H): K = x& o+ei @ ei for some 
n E N}. S(H) is a dense linear subset of X9’(H) and obviously for 
K E 9(K), lim,, c%(K) = C,(~)(K) = c(K) exists. If we put now 
U,(K) = (l/l/z) c,(K) for K E X9’(H) then {Um}nsN is a sequence 
of equicontinuous operators on %9(H) and U,(K) - U(K) for 
K E P(H). The equicontinuity of { Un}neN , and also all other state- 
ments of the lemma follow immediately from the following equality: 
2 11 K 11; for K E F(H) and symmetric, 
S, [<l?r, Y> - tr Xl2 44~) = lo for K E S(H) and antisymmetric. 
For K symmetric it can be obtained from the diagonal decomposition 
of K, for then the integrand becomes a sum of independent random 
variables while for K antisymmetric the integrand is zero a.e. 
D. H - Cl Functions 
An important regularity condition which is defined for functions on 
an abstract Wiener space E is continuity and differentiability in the 
Hilbert space directions. It arises naturally in the study of the potential 
theory (see [S]). 
DEFINITION. Let U be an open subset of E. A function f: U --+ F 
into a Banach space F is H-continuous at x E U if the function 
g(h)=f(x+h)d fi d e ne on (U - x) n H is continuous at the origin 
in the induced Hilbertian topology. f is H-dzzerentiable at x if g is 
Frechet differentiable at the origin in H. f is said to be an H - Cl 
function on U if it is continuous and H-differentiable on U and its 
H derivative Df: U - L(H, F) is continuous. It is well known that for 
many Banach spaces there do not exist Cl partitions of unity (for 
example for the space C,,([O, 11) of the classical Wiener measure). 
As the following proposition shows the class of H - Cl functions is 
much bigger than the class of Cl functions. 
PROPOSITION (Goodman). Let (i, H, E) be an abstract Wiener space, 
and let {ua>a.A be an open covering of E. Then there exists an H - C1 
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partition of unity {ynjnsN on E such that for each n the support of yn is 
contained in some element of the covering {U&,, . 
3. THE AFFINE CASE 
We shall prove the Jacobi formula of Section I for affine transfor- 
mations of E by considering separately the cases of a linear transfor- 
mation and of a translation. 
We first deduce the linear case of our theorem from the following 
well known theorem due to Segal and Feldman (see for example [9] 
or [12]). 
THEOREM. Let (i, H, E) be an abstract Wiener space and p the 
standard Wiener measure on E. Let q be a Gaussian measure on E, and 
Q its corresponding quadratic form on E*, i.e., the Fourier transform of q 
is of the form exp( - iQ( y)), ( y E E*). Then p and q are either mutually 
singular or mutually absolutely continuous. They are mutually absolutely 
continuous if and only if there exists a symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator U in H such that Q(x) = (Ux + x, x) for x E E*. In this case 
the Radon-Nikodym derivative of q with respect to p is equal to the 
random variable on E: 
fi (Ai + 1)-1’2 exp(&(& + 1)-i k,“), 
i=l 
where e, , e2 ,... are the eigenvectors of U and A, , A, ,... the corresponding 
eigenvalues. 
Deduction 
We consider a transformation S = I + K on H, where K E %9(H) 
and S is an invertible operator. It has the stochastic extension 3 to 
the whole of E. We apply the theorem, given above, to the measure 
q = p o 3. The corresponding form Q is given in this case by Q(X) = 
((S*S)-lx, X) for x E H. For the eigenvector e, of U we get S*Sei = 
(Ai + l)-lei , and we put q = (Kei , ei> = (K*ei , ei). 
We define the following random variables on E, 
cxi = (Xi + 1)-1/Z . exp $Xi(Xi + 1)--l gi2, 
pi = (hi + I)-1’2 . exp ;(I - (Ai + 1)-l), 
yi = exp $((Ai + 1)-l - 1 - 24, 
8i = exp *(&(A; + 1)-l gii2 $- 2Ki). 
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IT i-l 01~ exists and according to Feldman’s theorem it is equal to the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative of ps with respect to p. Obviously 
~ll~ = Pi . yi . 6( for each i, and we claim that all three products 
n j$ , n 7d , n 6$ converge separately. They can be evaluated as 
follows: 
(I) fi pi = [fi (Xi + I)-’ exp(l - (A, + I)~l)lfip = W(S*S). 
i-l i-l 
(II) yj = exp $((& -t 1)--l - 1 - 2K() 
= exp $(<(I + K*)(I + K) ej , eJ - <ej , ej> 
- (Kej , ej) - (K*ej , Q)) 
= exp +(K*Kei , ei), and consequently 
exp 3; tr(K*K). 
(III) S,(X) = exp *((l - (A, + 1)-l) giiz + 2~) 
= exp ;(&2 - ((I + K*)(I + K) ei)* * Z8 + 2<Ke, e,)) 
= exp &(-(K*Ke,)- * ti - (((K + K*) e,)- * & 
- <(K + K*) ei , e&N. 
Taking the product over i we get 
fi a,(x) = exp S(--$% x) - “((K + K*)x, X> - tr(K + K*)“) 
= exp Q(- 1 Kx I2 - ~(“(Kx, x) - tr K”)) (a.e.). 
On the other hand, 
fi A 5 R = a1/2(S*S) *exp 4 tr(K*K) 
= [s(s*) S(S)]l’2 = 1 S(S)l. 
Putting all three products together we get 
Is(x) = fi q(x) = 1 S(S)/ exp(-(“(Kx, x) - tr K”) - $1 I& 1”) (a.e.). 
i-1 
Let T = I + K be now an invertible linear transformation of E where 
KEL(E, H). Then K I,, E %9(H) and (K JB)” = K. If we put 
S = DT = T jH then 9 = T and we obtain the formula of Section 1. 
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We complete the proof of the affine case by consideration of the 
translation by a fixed element e E E (see [9] or [12]) 
THEOREM. For e E E, denote by T, the translation in E defined by 
T,(x) = x + e. The measures pT, and p are mutually absolutely con- 
tinuous if and only if e belongs to H; in that case the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of pT, with respect to p is the random variable 
exp(--d - 1 e 12/2). 
This gives the Jacobi formula for T, , as for this case 
J&(x) = 6(l) . exp(-“(e, x) - 0” - 4 1 e 1”) = exp(-E(x) - 1 e 12/2) (a.e.). 
4. DEFINITION OF “(Kx,x) - tr K,” FOR NONLINEAR K 
LEMMA 4.1. Let f: IV -+ W be a C1 map such that j f (x)1, 
llf, II2 EL~(R~, 14, where I”” is the standard Gauss measure in [wn with 
variance parameter 1. Then 
Proof. We shall prove the inequality for CO2 maps. Lemma will 
then follow in the full generality because C,-,2(R”, BP) is dense in 
L2J(W, pm; Rn) and if fk -+ f in L2J([w”, pn; IP), for fit , f E Cl, then 
fk -+ f and tr Dfi, -+ tr Df in measure CL”. 
For xi variable and x1 ,..., xi-r , xi.+r ,..., x, arbitrary but fixed we get 
by integration by parts, 
= (2m)-1’2 jRl [Xi” ‘fi”(X) - 2Xi *fi(X) . a,fi(X) 
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I- (2~)-l’~ /RI (~J,(x))” exp(-&xi”) dxi 
= (2~)-l/~ JR1 [fi2(x) + (a,fi(x))“] exp(-$xi2) dxi 
= s Iwl (fi”(x> +WX4>“) WW 
For xi and xi variable (i < j), and x1 ,..., xiel , xi+1 ,..., xiPl , xi+1 ,..., x, 
arbitrary but fixed we get applying integration by parts twice, 
= 2(2n)-l S,. a,(f,(~) exp(-4x:)) * a&(x) exp(-&xj2)) dxd dxj 
= (2~)-l S Bifj(X) . a&(~) exp(-+(xi2 + ~9”)) dxi dxj 
UP 
,< (2+ s [(hfi(~>)~ + (V&)>2l exp(-3(x? + xi”)) dxg 4
KP 
= s p2 [(a&(x>>” + (ajf,(x))“I dp2(xt 9 Xi>. 
Integrating (A) and (B) over the remaining variables and summing over 
i and j we get the required inequality. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let (i, H, E) be an abstract Wiener space and K: E -+ E 
be an H-d@rentiable map such that K(E) C H and K, E #Y(H) for 
x E E. Assume, moreover, that 1 K(x) 1, 11 K, II2 E L2(E, p). Let {ed}ieN be 
an orthonormal basis in H such that e, E E* for each i. Put P, = 
XL1 ei @I e, : E -+ E*. 
Then {a,(x)) = {(P,Kx, x) - tr(P,K),},,N is a Cauchy sequence 
in L2(E, p). Its limit will be denoted by “(Kx, x) - tr Kz”. 
Proof. Choose n > m and consider 
a,(x) - a,(x) = ((p, - pm) Kx, x> - tr((P, - PAW, . 
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Applying Lemma 4.1 and the Fubini theorem for Gaussian measures 
for the decomposition E = P,E @ (I - P,)E we get 
s E M4 - %W W) 
< J /(Pn - Pm) Kx I2 + !i(Pn - Pm) K, I!$ w9. 
The right side integral is small for n, m big enough as P,,K -+ K in 
L2(E, p; H) and P,DK -+ DK in L2(E, p; *Y(H)). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let U be an open subset of E; K: U -j E be a map such 
that K(U) C H; f or every x E U, K, exists and is of Hilbert-Schmidt 
class, and the maps K: U -+ Hand DK: U -+ Hand DK: U -+ %9(H) 
are continuous. Let {ei}ieN and {a,(x)},,N be defined as in Lemma 4.2. 
Then, 
(a) there exists a subsequence {n,JkGN such that (a,k(x))kGN con- 
verges almost everywhere on U to a certain random variable on U, which 
will be denoted by “(Kx, x> - tr K,“; 
(b) tl ze e m son of the random variable “(Kx, x) - tr K,” is d$ ‘t’ 
correct in the sense that for any other sequence (m,JkcN for which 
{a,,&+x.tN is a Cauchy sequence a.e., a&x) -+ “(Kx, x> - tr K,” a.e.; 
Cc) “<Km, x) - tr Kz” does not depend on the choice of the basis 
(ei}itN in H. 
Proof. We can find a sequence of pairs of concentric open balls in 
E, {U, C V,),,,, such that, 
(1) UOEN U” = u, 
(2) I;, C U, K and DK are bounded on V’, as functions into H 
and .%“Y(H), respectively, for each v E N. 
For every v E N we can construct a real valued H - C1 function h, on 
E such that, 
(i) h,(E) C [O, 11, h,(U,) = 1, h,(E\VJ = 0, 
(ii) Dh, takes values in a bounded subset of H* (see Section 
2.D). 
The possibility of obtaining theproperty(ii)followsfromtheexistence 
of a Lipschitz function on E equal 1 on U, and 0 on the complement 
of V, (for the details of the construction see [4]). 
The map K@)(x) = h”(x) K( x ) ( x E U) can be extended by 0 to the 
whole of E and it will fulfil all the assumptions of Lemma 2. Hence, 
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{<P,Kx, > - tr P,K,),,N is a Cauchy sequence in L2( U, , p) for each 
u E N. For every v we can find now a subsequence (kv,P}lrsN of N such 
that {Ky+I,P)P is a subsequence of {Ky,P}P and {(P,, &Kx, x) - tr Pk, pKz.,, 
is a Cauchy sequence for the convergence almost everywhere with 
respect top in WV,-” U,, . For the diagonal sequence {K,,,), , 
KPky,vKx, x> - tr P~y,,Kdv 
is a Cauchy sequence almost everywhere on U. Its limit will be denoted 
by “(Kx, x) - tr K, .” The correctness of this definition follows from 
the uniqueness of the limits of the considered Cauchy sequences for 
the convergence almost everywhere in each U,, separately, where we 
know that they are also the limits in L2 sense. Independence of the 
choice of the basis follows by the same arguments from the estimate 
of Lemma 4.2. applied to the functions {a,(x) - a,‘(~)),~,, , where 
6-%&4>,~rJ is constructed with another basis {ei’& . 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Step 1. The problem is local. In order to prove the Jacobi 
theorem it suffices to show that for every point x0 E U there is a 
neighborhood V C U of xg such that 
(*I 
holds for every uniformly continuous bounded nonnegative function 
F with supp F C T(V). 
Recall that we have assumed about T = I + K that it is an H - Cl- 
homeomorphism of an open set U of E onto an open subset of E, 
K(U) C H, DK( U) C &Y(H), (IH + DK)( U) C GL(H) and that the 
resulting maps K: U + H and DK: U -+ #Y(H) are continuous. 
Notice also that if Tl and T2 are two such transformations then so are 
T, o Tl and Til on their domains of definition. 
J’(x) = 1 S(T,)j exp[-(“(Kz, x) - tr K,“) - 4 1 K, I”] (a.e. x E U). 
Observe that the formula (*) holds for the Gauss measures on. finite 
dimensional Hilbert spaces (by direct calculation). As expected J is 
multiplicative i.e., Jr+~r~(x) = J*$T,x) * JQ(x) (a.e. on the domain of 
definition of T2 o Tl). This fact, however, is not so obvious as in the finite 
dimensional case because JT was defined as the limit of a rather special 
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sequence of approximations which are not invariant with respect to 
nonlinear transformations. The proof will be given later on (Lemma 
5.4). 
Step 2. We shall decompose T, in a neighborhood of a point x0 , 
into the product of four transformations T = T, o II 0 S 0 T, such that 
all four will satisfy the conditions of Section 1 in their respective 
domains of definition. Tl will be a translation by a fixed element of H; 
T, will be an affine transformation; IT will differ from the identity by a 
finite dimensional map; and S will be small together with its first 
H derivative in the sense described below in Step 6. This will be 
carried through in the steps 3 to 7. 
The Jacobi theorem for affine transformations was proved in 
Section 3-this takes care of the transformations Tl and T, . For 17 
such that (I7 - 1)~. EF C E* C E for all x and some finite dimensional 
subspace F of E*, the formula (*) follows from the finite dimensional 
case in view of the canonical decomposition (E, p) = (F, p’) x (FL, p’) 
(see Section 2.B). Namely, the transformation IT maps a finite dimen- 
sional affine subspace F + e into itself for every e E FL. The Jacobians 
for 17 Frc integrated with respect to e E (F-L, p’) will yield the formula 
for II. The formula (*) for the transformation S will be proved in 
Step 8 using finite dimensional approximations. 
Step 3. For x0 E U, Kz, is a linear operator defined on N which in 
general does not extend to a continuous operator on E. However, it can 
be approximated by such an operator as we show in the following 
lemma. 
~~EMMA 5.1. Let x0 E U and T = I + K be as above. There exists a 
linear operator A?: E --t H such that, 
(a) T = IE + i 0 I? E GL(E), 
(b) T = 1, + Z? 0 i E GL(H), 
(c) !j T-l 0 TX, - I, IjH,tl < +. 
Proof. The space XY(H) can be canonically identified with the 
Hilbertian tensor product H* 0s H. E* @ H is a dense subset of 
H* 0~ H. On the other hand, E* @ H is identified with the space of 
finite dimensional operators from to E to H. We conclude that the 
subset of ,*9(H) consisting of operators which extend to continuous 
operators from E into H is dense in ZY(H) in its natural topology 
and, hence, also in the uniform (= norm topology). Consequently, 
we can find an operator R E L(E, H) such that its restriction to H is 
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K = R 0 i E #Y(H) and 1) Kz, - RIIH,H < (3 11 T&l I/H,H)-l. It follows 
that T = I’ + R is an invertible operator in H. Then also T is an 
invertible operator in E--because if a E Ker p then a E H, hence also 
a E Ker T and a = 0, while, on the other hand, F is an operator of 
index 0, and Im rf = E. Obvious estimates give 
II T-l II = I(@ - KZJ + rzy II 
And 
< (3 II T,: II>-’ * 3 II K,, II = B , 
as required. 
Step 4. Definition of Tl and T, . There exist constants E > 0 and 
4 such that for each y such that 11 y - x,, (1 < 2~ the following 
estimates hold: I((rf-l 0 T) - I)y ( < 4, (( (F-l o T)y - I(/, < dl , 
and 11 (F-1 0 T), - I[(,,, < i. We choose e, , e, E H such that 
11 x,, + e, 11 < e/2 and (p-l 0 T - I) x0 = e2 + e, . Let now Tl be the 
translation x ---f x + e, , and let T, be such that F-i 0 T, is the trans- 
lation x -+ x + e2 . Define T’ by T = T2 0 T’ 0 Tl . Then Tl and Tz 
are as required in Step 2, and T’ = I + K’ has the following prop- 
erties. There exists a constant d, such that for each y E E, jl y II < E, 
(9 I K’Y I < 4 , 
(ii) II K,’ IL < 4 y 
(iii) II KY’ IIH,H < h and if we put y,, = T,x, then 
(iv) /I y. 11 < l /2 and K’yo = 0. 
T’ will be further decomposed in the next two steps. 
Step 5. We recall that P, R denote finite dimensional orthogonal 
projections in H whose ranges are contained in E*. {PJnoN is a 
sequence of such operators converging strongly to the identity operator 
on H. For the constant e/2 > 0 we can find no E N such that the 
finite dimensional projection R = Pm, satifies 
(4 (I- W&(0; 4)) C &P; 4). 
This can be seen as follows. If ( v is not satisfied for any n E N then ) 
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V,3YY, E 4,-P,H(O; 4) and I/ yn 11 > 42. But the set { y&.~ is con- 
tained in B,,(O; d)- a p recompact subset of E, so it has a condensation 
point y E E and j\ y Jj >, 42. On the other hand, yn + 0 weakly in H 
because (PnjnsN converges strongly to I on H, and y must be zero, a 
contradiction. 
We put (I - R)K’ = L and consider the maps S = I + L and 
SPn = I + P,L for all n E N, defined on B,(O; c). Their properties are 
listed in the lemma below. 
Step 6. Denote the open ball B,(O; E) by BE and the closed ball 
by i3. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let P denote any of the projections P, , and let S and 
S, be as dejined above. Then 
(I) S and S, are continuous H - Cl maps on EC, 
(II) there exists a constant c such that 
IL(Y)1 < c, iI -&I II2 < c, 
and 
and 
IIL(YN < 45 II PL(Y)I! -c 42, 
h, I1H.H < $ , Ii pLg b,H ( ? 
for y E B. 
(III) S and Se are one-to-one maps on B, and 
S(B) 3 gE’2, 
Proof. (I) is obvious, and (II) follows directly from the properties 
(i)-(v) listed above. 
In order to prove (III) observe first that the set i3 n (H + z) is a 
convex subset of (H + x) for each x E E. From the estimate 
II L, IIH,H < 8 and the mean value theorem, it follows that S is an 
one-to-one map on BC n (H + z) into (H + z) for every z E E. 
Hence, S is one-to-one on the whole of BE. For z E E such that 
11 z 11 < e/2 we consider now the map G,(X) = x + x - Sx = z - Lx 
defined on Bf n (H + 2). 11 G,(x)11 < I( 2 I( + (/Lx /I < e/2 + c/2 = E, 
hence, G, maps B Es n (H + z) into itself. On the other hand, the 
set B6 n (H + z) becomes a complete metric space when equipped 
with a metric induced from the norm of H, and it follows again from 
#o/15/2-6 
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the mean value theorem that G, is a contracting map, with respect 
to this metric. Consequently, there exists a unique point 
x E Be n (H + z) such that G,(x) = x and then z = Sx. The state- 
dents for S, can be proved analogously. 
Step 7. On Bi2 we define now the transformation n = T’ 0 S-l. 
I7 is so defined that Im(D - 1) C RE. Hence, 17 has the required form, 
and the Jacobi theorem applies as remarked in Step 2. Obviously 
1T-r = S o T’-l is a continuous map. Continuity of l7 itself, and then 
also continuity of S-l = P-l 0 17 follows from Lemma 5.3, below 
which will be stated without proof. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let W be a continuous map dejked on a closed bounded 
subset C of a Banach space E with values in E. Assume that the image 
W(C) is contained in a$nite dimensional subspace of E and that I + W 
is a one-to-one map on C. Then (I + W)-l is a continuous map on 
(I + WC. 
Step 8. We shall study now the transformation S satisfying the 
conditions (I), (II), and (III) of Lemma 4.2. We put 2 = Bci2 and 
we notice that Sy, = y,, E 2. Therefore, S-l(Z) is an open neighbour- 
hood of ~a . 
Let F be a bounded, uniformly continuous nonnegative function on 
E such that supp F C 2. Then there exists a constant b > 0 such that 
= J F(S,x) exp[-((PLx, x) - tr PL,) - 4 1 PLx I”] sp 
- I w + %)I 444~ 
S$(Z) C Bc and the right hand side integral is well defined and the 
equality follows by the argument developed in Step 2, P being a finite 
dimensional projection. It holds for P = P, , n E N. According to 
Lemma 4.3 we can find a sequence (Ka}neN such that 
<PkmLx, ) - tr P,,L, --f “(Lx, x) - tr L,” a.e. (x E B). 
We have also 
and 
F(x + Pk%LX) -+ F(x + Lx) (x E B). 
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We denote the integrand of the right side integral by F”,(X) for P = Pk, 
and by p)(x) with P removed, i.e., 
q(x) = F(Sx) * exp[-(“(Lx, x) - trL,“) - 4 1 Lx I”] - [ S(I + L,)[. 
Then v&) -+ P)(X) (a-e.), and it remains to prove the convergence of 
the integrals. 
From the Egorov theorem we get a filtration of Bc by measurable 
subsets Vj such that 8 C V, C V, C .a+ C Es, uj”cr Vj = B*\N, where 
N is a set of measure 0, and such that cp is bounded on Vj and yn -+ q 
uniformly on Vj for each j E N. By the Lebesque dominated con- 
vergence theorem applied on each Vi separetely we get 
b3 J-“, cp,(Y) MY) - s,. dy) da+ 
3 3 
Hence, 
s “y)(Y) MY) G b 
for eachj E N, 
and passing to the limit 
s 1F T(Y) MY) B b- 
We have proved that 
J”(X) # 0 (a.e.) because S, is an invertible operator. As an immediate 
consequence we get 
p(M) = 0 3 p(S-lM) = 0 for any measurable subset M of 2. 
By compositions with the transformations T1 , T, , and 17, it is also 
true for the transformation T satisfying (l), (2), and (3) of Section 1, 
i.e., 
p(M) = 0 3 p( PM) = 0 for any measurable subset M of T(U). 
Step 9. It is now a suitable moment for proving the product 
formula for Jacobians. Observe that no use of it was made in Steps l-8. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let K defined on an open set U be as in Section 1. Let 
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the map G be defined on the set (I + K)U and let it also satisfy the 
conditions (l), (2), and (3) of Section 1. Then 
J’I+“)((I + K)x) * J(‘+“)(x) = J(z+G)(z+K)(x) a.e. (x 6 U). 
Proof. Let us analyse the left side. By the definition and continuity 
j’““‘((I + K)x) = gr$ J (z+RG)((I + K)x) a.e. ((I + K)x E (I + K)U). 
Therefore, according to the remark at the end of Step 8 the same is 
true for almost all x E U. Hence, 
J(z+G)((I + K)x) * Jcz+“)(x) =ky J(z+RG)((I + K)x) 4F Jz+‘“(x) a.e. (x E U) 
For R, fixed, 
J”‘““‘((I + K)x) * $3 J”‘“‘(x) 
= $5 J”‘““‘((I + PK)x) * g2 J”““‘(X) + 
= lim J(I+RG)U+PK) 
P--I (4 
= J(z+K+RG(z+K))(~) a.e. (x E U). 
The last passage to the limit is justified since 
(x, RG(x + PKx)) p (x, RG(x + W) for all x, 
and 
RG(I + PK), p WI 4 K), in JtrW) for all x. 
Now taking the limit over R + I we get the required result. 
Step 10. Composing S with Tl on the right and with II and T2 
on the left and using the product formula for Jacobians we obtain the 
inequality (**) for the transformation T in a suitable neighbourhood 
of x0 . In order to get the inequality in the opposite direction we apply 
the whole procedure described in Steps l-8 to the transformation T-l 
in a neighborhood of the point T(x,,). 
From Lemma 5.4. we get J’(T-l(x)) * JTel(x) = 1 (a.e.) and 
Q(Y) MY) 3 pw J'(x) 4(x) 
3 s ,(")F(Y) J'(VYN * J'"(Y> MY) 
= 
s r(v)F(Y) MY). 
The theorem is proved. 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(A) It follows from Section 2, Lemma 1 that any one of the 
following two conditions (+ invertibility of Tz) implies the property (3) 
of the class of transformations studied in this paper. 
(3’) K(U) C E* and K: U -+ E* is an H - Cl map, 
(3”) K(U) C H and K: U -+ H is a C’ map. 
If we assume a combination of both 
(3”) K(U) C E” and K: U---f E* is a C1 map, then we obtain 
a continuous map DK: U -+ N(W) and both tr K, and det T, exist 
and are continuous functions on U. 
The Jacobi formula takes the usual form 
J’(x) = 1 det T, 1 exp[-(Kx, x) - 4. 1 KX I”]. 
Under this last condition the problem of nonlinear transformations 
was studied by Cameron and Martin for the classical Wiener space 
and by Kuo for abstract Wiener spaces (i, H, E) with E* separable. 
In slightly different formulations the restricted problem was also 
treated by Gross [5] and Shorohod. 
(B) For the Wiener measure p, on E with the variance parameter 
t > 0 we have to make the following changes. Using the method of 
Section 4 we define for a suitable transformation K the random variable 
“( 1 /t)(Kx, x) - tr K,” on (U, p,). The Jacobi formula for p, is 
It’(x) = I a( exp[-(“(l/t)(Kx,x) - trK36)‘) - (1/2t) I Kx I”] a.e. (U,p,). 
(C) The assumptions about the continuity of K and DK are not 
used very deeply in our proof. It seems that it should be possible to 
obtain the result under the conditions of local square integrability of 
K and DK. Probably the most natural setting for such a generaliza- 
tion would be provided by the “stochastic extensions for nonlinear 
maps.” 
For linear maps this was already done in Section 2, Lemma 2. 
Observe that in Section 3 the Jacobi formula for linear maps was 
proved for such extensions and no use of the E continuity of a linear 
map was made. 
(D) Let us define the modijed Laplacian A 1 of a real valued 
function f on E by 
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The methods of Section 4 show that its natural domain of definition 
consists of functions f whose second H-derivative D2f exists, is a 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator, and is locally square integrable on (A’, p,), 
i.e., D2f EL&,(& p, ; &Y(H)). Observe that in order to define the 
usual Laplacian Of = tr D2f one has to assume that D2f is a nuclear 
operator. Notice also that d, is a symmetric densly defined operator on 
L2(E, p,) while A is not. a is also invariant with respect to the infinite 
dimensional rotation group in E (for the discussion of those and other 
properties of d see [lo, Section 91). On the other hand, results of this 
paper bear on the integration theory on manifolds modeled on abstract 
Wiener spaces (for a summary of the previous results see [3]). Those 
and other related problems will be treated in separate publications. 
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